
 

MP Accompanying Volunteer Person Profile 
 
 

ACCOMPANYING VOLUNTEER PURPOSE  

An Accompanying Volunteer will be a committed Christian with a substantial and growing 
understanding of his or her Christian faith, a willingness to explore different types of spirituality and 
a call, affirmed by others, to serve within another part of the World Church.  He or she will be an 
active member of the Methodist Church or of a Christian church, which is recognised by the 
Methodist Church in Britain.  
 

 
 

Mission Partner – Skills and Personal Qualities 

 

 Essential Desirable 

Transferable skills and graces to offer in volunteer work with a partner 
organisation. 
 

x  

An openness to learning with and from colleagues both here and 
abroad (evidence of openness in existing work relationships) 
 

x  

Demonstrates understanding of and sensitivity to diverse cultures 
 

x  

The ability to create, develop and sustain respectful relationships with 
people from other cultures and languages 
 

x  

The willingness to work with minimally available local resources 
 

x  

The ability to work within local contexts and work respectfully within 
different organisational structures. 

x  

The ability to work as an effective member of a team x  

A positive mindset  x  

Flexibility and adaptability within different contexts x  

Resilience which enables the Accompanying Volunteer to sustain their 
placement and handle any associated challenges 
 

x  

A mature spiritual life and an active Member of the Methodist Church 
or of a church which is recognised by the Methodist Church in Britain 

x  

Self-awareness including knowledge of personal challenges and how to 
manage them 
 

x  

Passionate about the Church as an instrument of God’s Mission, and 
Christ’s solidarity with the marginalised. 

x  

Sensitivity to the breadth of Methodist and other Christian traditions  x  



 

Demonstrate awareness of, and sensitivity to, issues of equality, 
diversity and inclusion and a commitment to the unique value of the 
individual in all aspects of the Church’s life  

x  

Able to articulate their faith and “call” which is affirmed by others 
 

X  

Communicates well and is committed to sharing the Accompanying 
Volunteer experience and lessons learnt with the wider Methodist 
Church in Britain and/or Ireland, through a variety of media in 
appropriate and respectful ways. 

x  

Previous experience in a volunteer role based in a Church or other 
project outside Britain or Ireland. 

 x 

Experience of living and working in more than one country 
 

 x 

Language aptitude/willingness to learn new languages as applicable 
 

 x 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 


